It is very difficult and sometimes apparently impossible to secur e uniform treatments of wood with preservatives . If, for example, a n average treatment is given of 10 pounds of creosote per cubic foot , some pieces of wood in a charge will receive twice the averag e amount, while others will receive less than one-half of it. Efficient use of the preservative obviously requires that each timber receive it s full portion and no more. One essential condition for securing uniformity of treatment is that all pieces in any one charge shall present equal resistance to injection . This requires that the wood be graded in accordance with its ease of treatment, and the experiments her e described were made to investigate this subject . To obtain a logica l basis for such classification it was necessary to study the relation between the structure of wood and the manner in which it receives treatments. This study was carried out at the Forest Products Laboratory maintained in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin , at Madison, Wis. The present publication is confined to coniferou s woods.
The woods of cone-bearing trees, *conifers, have certain similarities of structure which -i istinguish them from the woods of broadleaved trees . In commerce the terms " softwoods " and " hardwoods " are applied respectively to these two classes of wood . The following description of wood structure applies only to the conifers .
No ma,-The purpose of this bulletin is to show how woods should be` graded in orde r that they may give uniform results when subjected to treatment with preservatives ; it is i ntended for those interested in wood preservation .
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. .In many species numerous large openings known as " resin can a exist. (Pl. I.) These passages are intercellular spaces, surroU t , by so-called " epithelial cells,'"the chief sources of resin pro duction the tree . In a less number of species these canals' occur withi n medullary rays, there known as " fusiform rays ." These radial ca t ; intersect the longitudinal ones au 1 thus form ,a partially com p network of resin ducts penetrating all portions of the wood.
. ducts in pines are sometimes wholly or partially blocked by grow n called tyloses.
DISTRIBUTION OF RESIN STRUCTURES .
With very few exceptions, all of the conifers contain eithe r cells or resin canals, and some species contain both . The distrib lion of resin cells varies in different species ; in some they are scat _ tered through the wood, while in others they are concentrated in zon ;; The character and number of the resin canals also vary great .; Those in some species, as in Douglas fir, are few in number, are sm a and have frequent constrictions tending to close the canal ; those other species, as in longleaf pine, are abundant, large, and e n without constrictions.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS .
The presence of resin canals and cells in the wood and the chara e of these structures at once suggest that they may have a consi . b influence on the manner in which the wood takes impregnation wi? preservatives . A considerable portion of the experimental wor k given to determining the extent of this influence .
The resistance of the wood to treatment was determined b y forms of tests : (1) by applying the creosote to a small are a specimen and measuring the penetration in different directions ; (2) by impregnation in a treating cylinder . In the latter tests b from. each of the species were treated together in the same run.
APPARATUS .
The " penetrance apparatus," illustrated in figure 2, was desi!iA . for the first class of tests . The wood under test, which had a 1-in hole bored in it, was clamped against the open end of the pipe A leaiY. . . ing to the bottom of a pressure tank B . The pipe and lower portico of the tank were filled with creosote . Pipe C, opening into the top 1 1 the tank, was connected with an air reservoir in which a p :°""' was maintained. When desired, air under pressure was turne d tank B, which thus placed the preservative under pressure . apparatus was surrounded by a wooden oven s as shown, with d glass windows in the front and back . Steam coils J in the bott o the oven heated the specimens and preservatives to a uniform t o perature, which duplicated as nearly as possible the temper a conditions of the treating cylinder . The pressure was det e from the gauge G and the temperature from thermometer R . safety valve K aided in maintaining a uniform pressure . Shel y -e provided and specimens were placed in the apparatus previ a to testing in order to heat them uniformly to the required temp er ture. By the aid of mirror D, placed at the back of the oven, bo t ends of the specimens were made visible.
The impregnation tests were made in a cylinder 11 feet in diamet e and 4 feet long . Temperature and pressure conditions within t cylinder were accurately regulated by means of steam coils an d pressure pump . A cage was used that held the specimens in a ve r tical position and separated from each other during treatment .
MATERIALS USED .
CREOSOTE .
Coal-tar creosote of a good grade was used, having a specific gray s ity of 1 .0483 at 60° C . The viscosity at 60° C . was 1 .3, determined by the Engler orifice-type viscosimeter . The distillation range w a as follows :
Per cent .
0°-205°C
11. 0 205°-255° C 34. 9 255°-29 5° C 15. 8 295°-320°C 11 . 4
Residue 25. 8 Loss 1 . 1
The residue was solid with a lustrous fracture, indicating 2 admixture of undistilled tsar .
WOOD .
The wood used was obtained from 20 species of conifers . All o the material of each species was taken from the same log, and th e specimens were so cut that individual pieces were as similar as pos { Bible ; but in most cases both heartwood and sapwood sets were pre l pared . The results obtained on each piece are, therefore, compar a ble with those obtained on other like specimens of the same specie s The following species were tested : Three pieces of heartwood and three of sapwood 2 were prepared from each species for the penetrance tests. These specimens were each 2 by 4 by 25 inches and were surfaced on all sides . A. hole 1 inch in diameter and 1 inch deep was bored in each piece at th e center of one of the 4 by 25 inch faces . The specimens were seasoned until air dry before testing, and only those free from check s and other defects were selected . The oven-dry weight and moistur e content of each piece at the time of treatment were determined .
The specimens for the impregnation tests were cut 2 by 2 by 1 2 inches . Seven pieces of heartwood and seven of sapwood from each species were tested . Those used were free from defects . The piece s were allowed to season until thoroughly air dry . Just before impregnation they were placed in an oven and held at a temperature o f 100° C. for 48 hours. This rendered them practically oven dry an d eliminated the effect of moisture .
METHOD OF APPLYING THE CREOSOTE.

PENETRANCE TESTS .
In the penetrance tests the specimens were subjected to creosote a t a pressure of 85 to 90 pounds per square inch, the maximum obtainable with the apparatus employed . The length of time required to hrmi paratus made it necessary to carry on the tests at tempera -1 A tree from California and one from Montana were tested .
2
In the case of yew, tamarack, and western larch the sapwood was so thin that n o saPwuod specimens could be obtained . In the cases of Alpine fir, eastern hemlock , Western hemlock, white fir, noble fir, Sitka spruce, Engelmann spruce, and white spruc e mere was no color distinction between sapwood and heartwood . Wood from the outer Inches of growth, however, was considered sapwood and that from the portion withi n tins area was considered heartwood .
tures between 120° and 160° F . Readings of temperature anal pres. sure were made every 10 minutes . The specimens were removed after definite periods and the time noted when oil first penetrated a surface . Three periods were t aker, one-half hour, one hour, and two hours . One of each set of t hre e specimens was treated for each of these periods. The measured p ene, trations of the various species are, therefore; c1~''om-p-arable wit h each other .
The wood of some of the specimens was completely pen etrated within a few seconds . This was true of the sapwood of some of th e pines and, in a few cases, of the heartwood also . When this o ccurred the pieces were removed as soon as penetrated, instead of at the en d of the period .
The treated pieces were sawed transversely and longitudinally alon g the center lines (Pl . IV, fig . 1 ) and the sawed surfaces immediatel y coated with collodion to prevent the creosote from staining the un. treated surface . The maximum penetration of oil in longitudina l tangential, and radial directions was measured to the nearest 0 .01 inch and the average penetration in each direction estimated a s closely as possible. Each specimen was photographed .
IMPREGNATION TESTS .
The specimens prepared for impregnation tests were separated int o seven series, with one heartwood one sapwood piece of each species in a series. Seven runs were made, in which all conditions o f treatment except pressure were maintained as nearly uniform as possible. The conditions of treatment are given in Table 1 . All pieces were weighed before treatment, also within 1 hou r after treatment, and again after 48 hours . The. weights taken after 48 hours are the ones used in this report .
PLATE IV . .
The left half of this specimen shows the usua l appearance of creosoted heartwood pine ; the dark bands are heavily treated summerwood and the lighter ones are treated springwood . On the right side both summerwood and springwood are evenly treated . No difference could be detected in the wood with the microscope that might have cause d a difference in the treatment . The right side is toward the pith of the tree . The piece to the left is sapwood ; that to the right is heartwood . The spots on the sapwoo d piece are treated resin ducts outside of the range of ordinary penetration . They show tha t the creosote must have penetrated radially and then longitudinally . Most of the spots are i n the summerwood .
RESISTANCE OF CONII+ERS TO CREOSOTE INJECTION .
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PENETRATION AS AFFECTED BY WOOD STRUCTURE .
PENETRATION IN THE RESIN STRUCTURES.
The resin ducts were first thought to be the most important facto r in the penetration of wood by creosote . It was soon found, however , that this was not the case ; many species that had well-developed systems of resin ducts proved much more difficult to impregnate tha n others that had none . Thus the heartwood of Douglas fir and tamarack, both of which have highly developed radial and longitudina l ducts, proved extremely resistant to impregnation, while easter n hemlock, white fir, and other specifies, having no resin ducts, prove d fairly easy to penetrate. Close examination showed that the-resi n ducts of the former received the oil but that the wood surroundin g the ducts was not penetrated. (See Pl. V, fig. 1 .) Thus the question of penetration in the -wood fibers was shown to be of fundamenta l importance, while that in the ducts was of secondary importance .
On the other hand, when the wood fibers themselves were readil y penetrable a system of resin ducts became of great importance . These ducts, forming a network of passages through the wood, cause d the oil to be applied at numerous points within the wood, as well a s on the surface, and in this manner greatly facilitated penetration o f the entire structure . (Pl. V, fig. 2 . )
PENETRATION IN RADIAL, TANGENTIAL, AND LONGITUDINAL DIRECTIONS .
WHEN NO RADIAL RESIN DUCTS WERE PRESENT .
In this case the penetration longitudinally was between 20 and 12 0 times as great as the penetration radially or tangentially .
When the oil was applied under pressure to a small area on th e surface of a-hemlock board 12 inches long, 3 inches wide, and onehalf inch thick, it would appear at either end of the board before i t would pass through one-half inch of wood radially . Much difference was found in the longitudinal penetration of such species . Eastern hemlock (Pl . VI) is an excellent example of easily penetrated woo d which contains no resin canals, while Alpine fir (Pl . VII, fig. 1 ) is . an example of a species having similar structure but very resistan t to impregnation.
WHEN RADIAL RESIN DUC'T'S WERE .PRESENT.
In this case the oil followed the ducts and spread longitudinally in each summerwood band as it was traversed . Also at numerous inter -'ections of the radial and longitudinal ducts the oil changed it s c ourse and penetrated longitudinally . (Pl. VII, fig. 2 .) In this case the average radial penetration varied from -one-fourth to threef ourths of the average longitudinal penetration .
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PENETRATION IN SAPWOOD AND HEARTWOOD .
The sapwood was much more easily penetrated than the heartwoo d in those species having highly developed resin systems, such as Doug_ las fir, larch, tamarack, and the spruces and pines. Species havi n no resin ducts treated but little better in the sapwood or outer porti o than in the heartwood or inner portion . But the latter tendency do e rne:t always hold, since cedars, cypresses, and other woods (which not here tested) are known to be more easily treated in the sapwood These species have, however, a distinct color difference between heart . wood and sapwood .
It is true that the harder and more insoluble resin in the ducts o the heartwood adds to the difficulty of penetrating heartwood . Th great ease of penetration of the sapwood of pines, spruces, and oth e species seemed to be a property of the nonresin structure which, i conjunction with the resin ducts, rendered these woods very susce p tible to treatment .
PENETRATION IN SPRINGWOOD AND SUMMERWOOD .
It was found in most species that the summerwood was more pon e trable than the springwood . But this rule did not hold for re d wood, yew, and tamarack . Redwood not only treated more easily in the springwood, but the summerwood was scarcely penetrated . In the yew and tamarack the springwood and summerwood were abou t equally resistant . In all other species tested the dense summerwo o was the portion penetrated first, and usually the tracheids la s formed, those with the thickest walls and smallest lumen, were th e most penetrable .
The summerwood not only permitted the oil to enter more quickl y and penetrate farther than did the springwood, but actually absorbe d a greater amount of it . This last fact was indicated by the differenc e in color between treated summerwood and treated springwood . It was shown also in the case of a treated specimen of loblolly pine, i n which, by actual determination, the summerwood contained 80 per : cent more oil than the springwood.
In no case was any stick of wood absolutely impermeable . The springwood of the most impermeable species could always be penetrated longitudinally for three or more tracheids from the point o f application of the pressure. (Pl. VII, fig. 1. ) 
PENETRATION IN THE MEDULLARY RAYS .
Except in the case of ray ducts the medullary rays, as a rule, wer e not penetrated . In some of the spruces, however, the upper an d lower ray tracheids were penetrated and in some of the pines the entire ray. In no case except the spruces and pines was any penetration noted in the rays unless the specimen was very heavily ; treated. While it is desirable to have classifications based upon elementary characteristics rather than upon empirical results, it has been foun d that the development of the resin canals and cells, which form th e " most tangible structural differences between the conifers, is insufficient to grade these woods for preservative treatment . The following method of classification, based upon both empirical results upo n air or oven-dry wood and structural characteristics, is therefor e proposed :
A. Species in which the wood other than the resin structures treats with grea t difficulty or is impenetrable : 1. Containing no resin ducts, Class I . 2. Containing resin ducts, Class II . B . Species in which the wood treats easily :
1 . Containing no radial ducts, or radial ducts not easily penetrable , Class III . 2. Containing easily penetrable radial ducts .
a. In the heartwood, Class IV . b. In the sapwood, Class V .
The division is primarily between species which treat with difficulty and those which treat easily . As a basis for this distinction
Since the radial and tangential surfaces of the sticks treated in the absorption tests amo unted to 12 times the end surface, it might be considered that the penetrations in th e two dir ections should be combined in this ratio, assuming that radial and tangentia l pene tration is equal and that absorption is proportional to surface area . By actual comp utation, however, this method seemed to give too much weight to radial penetration ; and f urther trial showed that twice the radial penetration added to the longitudina l penetration gave the most nearly constant relation to the absorption . RESISTANCE OF CONIFERS TO CREOSOTE INJECTION .
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are platted in order of (he magnitude of the absorptions . The general tendency of the longitudinal penetrations is to increase as th e absorptions increase, but the curve is very irregular . The radia l penetrations show even less relation to the absorptions than do th e longitudinal penetrations, but inspection of the figure shows that a few of the irregularities would be eliminated by combining the tw o penetration curves . In other words, a high longitudinal penetratio n and a low radial penetration may accompany a moderate absorption . Figure 4 shows the relation of absorptions to the combined radial an d longitudinal penetrations in a slightly different manner . The absorptions are platted against. a quantity obtained by adding twice th e radial penetrat.inn to the longitudinal penetration. ' Although the average curve indicates a constant ratio betwee n penetrations and absorptions, the variation of the individual point s from the average is again very marked . Reasons for this behavior were frequently apparent upon examination of the treated sticks . For example, when the creosote followed merely the summerwoo d band of the annual rings, much less oil was required for a given penetration than when the entire ring was saturated .
GROUPING WITH RESPECT TO TREATMENT .
it was necessary to adopt some standard by which the cl assifieat i could be made . The wood was considered easily treated if, un der the conditions of these tests, it fulfilled any one of the following co n, ditions :
1. Received an average longitudinal penetration of more than 6 inches ' 2. Received an average radial penetration of more than 0 .30 inch .' 3. Received an average absorption of more than 15 pounds per cubic foot 2 While this basis of classification is to ' a large extent arbitrary, the specification in regard to radial penetration divides the species whic h were penetrated by means of the radial ducts from those whic h were not so penetrated . Woods penetrated radially are, of c ourse, most suitable for treatment in all forms . It was considered, how ever, that the species which in these tests received an average longitudina l penetration of 6 inches or more are sufficiently penetrable to b e treated in short lengths, even though the radial penetration is very slight . The clause in regard to absorption was intended to in . elude, among the easily treated species, those which received a fairl y good treatment in the impregnation tests, although neither the longitudinal nor radial penetrations determined in the penetrance appa _ ratus were especially good . The only woods affected by this claus e are the heartwood of redwood and of western larch .
The species falling in each of the five classes are given in Table 3 , together with the penetrations and absorptions of each species . In this table sapwood and heartwood are considered as if separate woods .
Species in Classes I and II are not very suitable for preservative treatment . While Douglas fir is extensively treated, very sever e processes are used. However, the sapwood of both tamarack an d Douglas fir can be treated easily .
Species in Class III are not very suitable for treatment, except in short lengths, on account of the lack of radial penetration . However, western larch and Sitka spruce contain radial ducts and it i s possible that by more severe treatments than were employed in the tests these ducts may be penetrated . If western larch be excepted, each species in this class includes both heartwood and sapwood, an d such species may be treated therefore without regard to the amoun t of sapwood present .
Woods in Class IV permit of thorough treatment . While ther e is much variation in the penetrability of these species, all are capabl e of being penetrated readily .
The woods in Class V can be saturated with creosote in a very short time . All species in Class IV occur in Class V . In actua l treating operations the amount and location of the sapwood wil l determine in which class a given timber shall be placed .
' Determined by penetrance tests .
Determined by impregnation tests . In this sort of grouping the main considerations are whether o r not the sapwood treats more easily than the heartwood, and whether the wood can be easily penetrated radially . Round forms, such as . fence posts, mine props, telephone posts, and piling constitute one class, while sawed heartwood ties, bridge timbers, sawed mine timbers, and other dimension timbers constitute a second class . Paving blocks are considered separately .
ROUND TIMBERS .
The penetration of the sapwood in round timbers is more important than that of the heartwood, since the latter is inclosed by th e former. Railroad ties in which the heartwood is not exposed by hewing or sawing may be considered as round timbers . 'Since roun d timbers to be treated must be penetrated radially through the resi n ducts it is essential that all of the bark be removed before treatment . The results obtained in these experiments and the experience of th e Forest Service generally indicate that the following species may b e successfully treated in the round form : 1 Engel mann spruce. Douglas fir. Tamarack . Western larch . All of the pines .
Species which received practically no radial penetration and, therefore, are not well adapted to treatment in the form of round timbers , include the following :
Eastern hemlock . Yew .
Western hemlock . Noble fir .
Redwood . White fir .
Sitka spruce .
DIMENSION TIMBERS .
In dimension timbers the treatment of the heartwood is of chie f im portance, since the. sapwood is generally removed at least from part of the faces . These experiments indicate thatSpecies in Class I are entirely unsuitable . for treatment in the form o f dimension timber .
Species in (lass 11 are also unsuitable for this purpose, but ma y b e treated under very severe pressure .
Species in Class III are not. especially suitable for treatment a s di mension timbers, but satisfactory results are being obtained i n Practice .
Pr obably also the cedars and cypresses . No data have been obtained on these, bOA'ever.
Species in Glass IV are admirably adapted for this class of timber s ' : The presence of radial resin ducts with the easily penetrated woo d structure makes possible the penetration radially of a large portio n of the volume of such timbers.
If there is considerable difference in the penetrability of heartwoo d and sapwood, dimension timbers are best treated when all of the sa p. . wood is. re-c red . There is no advantage in protecting parts of a timbersby heavily treated sapwood if other exposed parts have only the lighter treatment possible in the heartwood . Such treatments result in a practical loss of most of the oil absorbed by the sapwoo d which may represent a very large proportion of the cost of treatin g this kind of timber. A system of selecting timbers in accordanc e with their suitability for treatment may prove very profitable to th e user of such timber .
PAVING BLOCKS .
These experiments indicate that with the possible exception o f Alpine fir and the heartwood of Tamarack,' a fairly thorough penetration of the conifers in any form less than 12 inches in lengt h can usually be obtained . This fact is significant as regards treatment of paving blocks . However, since the springwood, as a rule , can not be thoroughly treated, woods with wide springwood band s should not be used for this purpose . Other factors, such as strengt h or wearing qualities, will of course greatly limit the number of specie s suitable for paving blocks .
THEORY OF PENETRANCE .
It is a disputed question whether the cell walls under treat .lin . ent are permeable to creosote, or whether they contain openings throug h which the oil passes . The first supposition does not account for th e very rapid penetration of certain species, nor does if account for the greater ease of penetration in the thicker walled summerwood tracheids than in the thin-walled springwood tracheids . As regards the second supposition, it has been suggested 2 that the minute slits which frequently occur in the cell walls of seasoned wood are th e openings through which the oil passes . Seen in transverse section, these slits appear as V-shaped openings extending about midwa y through the wall . They extend spirally around the cell and there i s the possibility that where the slits in adjacent walls cross each othe r the cell wall is sufficiently broken down to allow the passage of oil . Another possibility is that a rupture occurs in the pit membran e brought about by internal stresses of the wood during seasoning o r otherwise. While it seems that such ruptures are likely to occur, there is little or no evidence to support this hypothesis .
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No satisfactory theory has yet been offered to explain the penetration of wood by creosote. The following observations, based on the experiments described in this bulletin, indicate the variety of phenomena which such a theory would have to take into account .'
1. The summerwood in the conifers was, as a rule, easier to penetrate than the springwood ; but exceptions were noted, as (Sequoia washingtonia), which treated more easily in the springwood .
2. In the pines the summerwood was usually well penetrated , but the springwood penetrations were very erratic, often takin g place very readily in some portions of the wood and with great difficulty in other portions of the same piece . (See Pl . IV, fig. 2 . ) 3. In most cases the resistance to penetration was least in th e last-formed summer tracheids (having the thickest walls and the . smallest cell cavities), and was greatest in the first-formed sprin g tracheids (having the thinnest walls and the largest cell cavities) .
4. The color of the creosote oil in the springwood was often transparent and amber, while in the summerwood it was very dark .
5. In springwood apparently untreated the bordered pits frequently were strongly discolored and seemed to contain creosote .
6. In the pines, spruces, sequoia, larches, and Douglas fir the sapwood was more penetrable than the heartwood. In eastern an d western hemlock and in the firs the sapwood and the heartwood wer e about equally penetrable .
7. As a rule, the medullary rays had no influence on penetrance, except when they contained resin ducts . Then they were usually very difficult to penetrate, but in Picea certain tracheids of the rays were readily treated, the upper and lower cells being usually the first. Frequently from these rays one or more longitudinal spring tracheids were penetrated. Sometimes all of the ray cells were penetrated, but never as heavily as the summerwood tracheids, .
8. Of two sticks of wood similarly treated one was split immediately after treatment and the other several weeks later. They differed greatly in appearance. Springwood adjacent to treated summerwood in the first piece was apparently untreated, but in the second piece showed a marked discoloration. Microscopic examination of the latter showed that the cell walls were uniformly discolored .
CONCLUSIONS .
The following conclusions were drawn as a result of the tests described in this report :
1. Radial and longitudinal resin ducts penetrate intimately th e Interior of the wood and thus form passages for the preservative .
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Radial resin ducts were found to be especially important . Wher e these occurred the wood was usually penetrated radially from one _ fourth to three-fourths as far as longitudinally, and tangential peene _ tration could usually be disregarded . Where no radial ducts were present, radial and tangential penetrations could be considered a s equal, and they were found to be between one-twentieth and one onehundred-twentieth of the longitudinal penetrati&ris : . . 2. Absorption curves (see Appendix) platted for the specimen s treated in the cylinder show that those species which were mos t difficult to impregnate gave the most uniform absorption results, an d that the sapwood of those species containing resin ducts gave the most erratic absorption results. They showed also that sapwood o f pines, as distinguished by its color from heartwood, was not alway s easier to treat than the heartwood . The color line in the wood doe s not necessarily separate the easily treated wood from the portion s treated with difficulty. Some sapwood treated like heartwood an d some heartwood treated like sapwood ; all of these conditions ar e possible in the same cross section of a tree . As a consequence o f this, the absorption curves for pines were, as a rule, very erratic , especially the sapwood curves.
3. The results obtained with a given species of wood can no t always be applied to another species, however similar in structur e the two may appear to be . This fact is strikingly evident in the treatment of heartwood larch and tamarack . Even woods of th e same species show variations when grown under widely differen t conditions, as, for example, western yellow pine from Californi a and from Montana .
Detailed results of the tests on each species are given in the Appendix.
APPENDIX . DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS AND MANNER OF TREATMENT . '
YEW (TAXUS BREVIFOLIA) .
The summerwood in the yew specimens was equal to about one-fourth o f the width of the springwood . Resin cells and resin canals are entirely absen t in this species .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of eight heartwood specimens of yew was 38 .5 pounds .
The penetration in both penetrance and cylinder treatments was found to take place equally in springwood and summerwood . Radial and tangentia l penetrations were also about equal . The average longitudinal penetration was about 50 times the average radial or tangential penetrations .
' In describing the woods used in these tests the observations made on the specimen s are in some cases supplemented by remarks on the general characteristics of the specie s taken from Penhallow's " North American Gymnosperms ." • HEARTWOOD 0 SAPWOOD 5• -A bsorption in the heartwood and sapwood of yew, Alpine fir, eastern hemlock , and redwood .
ALPINE FIR (ARIES LASIOCARPA) .
The Alpine fir was very light, soft, close-grained, and compact . The gr owt h rings were narrow and uniform in width, and the summerwood was thin . The springwood tracheids were large and had rather thin walls . Neither r esi n cells nor resin canals were present.
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of three sap specimens was 2 2 pounds, and of six heart specimens 22 .2 pounds.
s. .
The penetration took place more readily in the sumiuer~wouct than in th e springwood, and in many cases only the last half dozen rows of tra cheids-o f the summerwood were treated .
The character of penetration in the cylinder treatments was quite similar t o that in the penetrance tests . Although the summerwood was often treate d throughout the stick, in most cases only a few tracheids of the sum merwoo d were penetrated . The springwood penetration averaged about 0 .15 inch longi_ tudinally . In some places, however, the springwood of several growth ring s was treated to the center of the stick .
The sapwood apparently treated a little more easily than the heartwood, bu t the difference was so small as to be negligible . Radial and tangential penetrations were both of slight importance . The average longitudinal p enetratio n was 60 to 70 times as great as the average radial and tangential penetrations .
EASTERN HEMLOCK (TSUGA CANADENSIS) .
The summerwood of eastern hemlock was dense and was from one-fourth t o one-half the width of the springwood . The latter had large and very thin . walled tracheids .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of eight sap specimens was 20. 7 pounds, and of eight heart specimens 22.7 pounds .
This species is simple in structure. It differs from the yew and Alpine fir , however, in having large but not numerous resin cells located in a single row o n the outer face of the summerwood . Resin passages are never present.
The penetration took place more readily in the summerwood than in th e springwood, but near the point of pressure the springwood was penetrated i n some cases for 1 or 2 inches . The summerwood treated most quickly in the two to five last-formed rows of summer tracheids, and apparently the heavies t absorptions were along the zone of the resin cells . The line between the treated summerwood and the untreated adjacent springwood was very sharply defined .
The character of penetration in the cylinder-treated sticks was very simila r to that in the penetrance specimens . The summerwood was in most cases . treated to the center of the stick . The springwood was treated from 2 to 3 inches longitudinally .
Practically no difference either in absorption or penetration was noted between the heartwood and sapwood . Radial and tangential penetrations wer e of small importance . The longitudinal penetration averaged about 80 times th e radial or tangential penetrations .
The influence of the resin cells on penetration was very difficult to determine . The creosote appeared to penetrate more easily in the summerwood tracheid s lying adjacent to the resin cells, but the adjacent springwood tracheids were no t treated .
A peculiarity of hemlock was its tendency to exude oil for many hours afte r treatment . This probably was due to the slow escape of confined air in th e wood, which remained under a slight pressure for many hours after the releas e of external pressure .
RESISTANCE OF CONIFERS TO CREOSOTE INJECTION .
1 REDWOOD (SEQUOIA SEMPERVIRENS) .
In the redwood the summerwood was about one-third the width of the springwood. The latter was very open, with thin-walled tracheids . The resin cell s were rather large, numerous, and scattered throughout the springwood .
Resin cysts, or aggregates of resin cells, were sometimes contiguous an d coalescent and formed extended tangential series in the initial growth of th e springwood of distant-growth rings . Often the cysts were separated longitudinally only by a wall of resin cells . Tyloses were sometimes present in the cysts .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of four heart specimens was 2 0 pounds, and of seven sap specimens 19 .3 pounds.
Penetration in general took place more readily in the springwood than i n the summerwood, but the maximum penetrations were in the one to three lastformed summerwood tracheids and in the two or more first-formed springwoo d tracheids ; that is, along the outer face of the summerwood in the zone of th e resinous cells and cysts. In the portions treated most heavily the summerwoo d band was treated throughout, but usually it was penetrated very slightly .
The character of the penetrations in the cylinder treatments was ver y similar to that in the penetrance tests . Near the end of the stick the entire springwood of nearly every ring was penetrated, but near the center only th e first-formed springwood tracheids were treated . The summerwood was usually treated for only a short distance from the ends.
In the sapwood penetration was somewhat quicker and absorption a trifl e greater than in the heartwood . But these differences were so slight that the y may be disregarded .
Radial and tangential penetrations were about equal . This indicated tha t tangentially extended series of resin cysts did not influence appreciably tangential penetration. The average longitudinal penetration was about 50 time s greater than the average radial or tangential penetrations .
The influence of the resin structure was apparent in redwood . The creosot e followed the resin zone more readily than the surrounding wood structure . A peculiarity of redwood was that the springwood was penetrated more easil y than the summerwood, whereas with most other species the summerwood wa s more easily penetrated than the springwood .
WESTERN HEMLOCK (TSUGA HETEROPHYLLA) .
The growth rings of western hemlock were narrow, with prominent summerwood bands usually about equal in width to the springwood, which consisted o f large and thin-walled tracheids .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of six heart specimens was 2 7 p ounds, and of six sap specimens 28 pounds.
Resin cells were very prominent on the outer face of the summerwood . These so metimes united to form an imperfect resin passage. In other respects the western hemlock specimens were st -l 1 ,a1=1 s, f' lar to eastern hemlock . P enetration took place more readily in the samnierwood than in the springwood . In most cases the resinous portion (on the outer face of the summerw ood) seemed to be penetrated first, the oil passing for a very short distanc e from this zone radially into both the summerwood and springwood . The sumnierwood band as a whole treated almost as easily as the resinous zone, and i n many growth rings the summerwood was treated while the resin canals wer e untreated. The springwood was also uniformly penetrated, but not as far no r as heavily as the summerwood.
The character of penetration in cylinder-treated sticks was similar to t hat in sticks treated in the penetrance apparatus . The springwood treated longi . tudinally from 1 to 4 or 5 inches, while the summerwood was treated to th e center of the stick in nearly every growth ring . _ Practically no difference was noted -either in penetration or absorption be . tween the heartwood and sapwood. The average longitudinal penetration wa s about 90 or 100 times as great as the average radial or tangential penetr ations,
WHITE FIR (ABIES GRANDIS) .
The growth rings of white fir were usually very broad, with large and thin . walled springwood tracheids . Resin cells were few and scattering on the oute r face of the springwood . Resin passages were not present . Structurally thi s species is very similar to eastern hemlock .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of all heart specimens was 2 2 pounds, and of six sap specimens 22 .7 pounds .
The greatest penetration took place in the last-formed summerwood tracheids, but the difference was not marked . Near the point of application o f pressure both springwood and summerwood were equally treated, and at maximum penetrations even the springwood in many places was heavily treated . The heartwood was slightly easier to penetrate and absorbed somewhat mor e oil than the sapwood .
White fir contains no resin structures except simple resin cells, but it wa s nevertheless penetrated easily in both springwood and summerwood .
The average longitudinal penetration _was about 50 times the average radia l and 35 times the average tangential penetration .
NOBLE FIR (ABIES NOBILIS) .
The summerwood of noble fir was about equal in width to the springwood . The spring tracheids were large and thin-walled. In distinct and widely separated growth rings, resin cells were localized to form imperfect resin canals , these occurring in somewhat continuous zones in the summerwood .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of 10 heart specimens was 21 . 9 pounds, and of five sap specimens 23 .6 pounds.
The maximum penetration took place along summerwood bands and mor e especially in the last-formed tracheids of the summerwood . In the most heavil y treated zone, near the point of application of pressure, the entire summerwoo d was treated together with portions of the springwood .
The character of penetrations in the cylinder and in the penetrance treatments were very similar . The summerwood was nearly always treated to th e center of the stick . Near the ends considerable springwood penetration wa s noted. In the sapwood more of the springwood was treated than in the heartwood . -
The sapwood treated more quickly and absorbed more oil than the heartwood . Radial and tangential penetrations were of considerable importance , especially in the sapwood . The average longitudinal penetrations were abou t 40 times the average radial and tangential penetrations.
DOUGLAS FIR (PSEUDOTSJGA TAXIFOLIA) .
The growth rings of Douglas fir were variable in width . The proportion of summerwood varied from almost nothing to nearly half of the growth ring . The spring tracheids were large and thin-walled. Resin cells were few an d were scattered on the outer face of the summerwood . The resin passages were small, few, widely scattered and occurred chiefly in the summerwood ; a t quent intervals they were partially obstructed by constrictions . The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of four heart specimens was 9 7 pounds, and of five sap specimens 27 .7 pounds .
This species contained "fusiform rays" ; that is, rays traversed by re $ canals, these being smaller than the longitudinal ducts . The ray ducts pe r quently crossed the longitudinal ones at right angles, thereby forming junc tions.
This offered the possibility of a ftcat,.
,peation through the radia l ducts.
The penetration, especially in the sapwood, took place much more easily in ' the summerwood than in the springwood . Maximum penetrations took pl aee along the resin ducts, chiefly in the summerwood ; in the springwood the d ucts were sometimes treated while the surrounding tracheids were not . The spring. wood was always treated near the point of pressure . In the heartwood both th e springwood and summerwood were treated, sometimes equally but us ually more heavily in the latter . The sapwood was easily treated, both radially an d longitudinally along the two sets of ducts .
The character of penetration in the cylinder treatments was similar to tha t in the penetrance specimens. The summerwood was much the easier to treat , but the springwood was penetrated by prolonged application of pressure . In some cases springwood resin ducts were found that were not pen etrated, whereas the adjacent summerwood was penetrated .
In this species there was a very great difference between penetrations an d absorptions in the heartwood and in the sapwood . The former appeared to b e almost impenetrable, while the latter was easily treated . This can be explained partially by the larger quantity and less soluble condition of the resi n in the canals of the heartwood . In sapwood the radial ducts had a very grea t influence on penetrations, and it seems probable that this would be the case i n the heartwood also for long-continued treatments . There is also a great difference between heartwood and sapwood in the penetrability of the nonresinous structure . Such penetrability is directly affected by the penetrability of th e ducts themselves, since creosote in the latter quickly become saturated wit h resin which must escape to the surrounding wood before penetration ca n continue .
In heartwood the ratio of longitudinal to radial and tangential penetration s was about 10 or 12 to 1 . In sapwood longitudinal penetration was about 1 2 times radial and 1 .00 times the tangential penetrations .
SITKA SPRUCE (PICEA SITCHENSIS) .
The growth rings of Sitka spruce were broad with summerwood equal to o r exceeding the springwood . Resin cells were wholly wanting . Resin passages were few, small, and had thick-walled epithelium cells ; they were well develope d but frequently constricted . Tyloses were sometimes present in the resin canals . The canals in the fusiform rays had also thick-walled epithelium cells . The resin ducts running radially and longitudinally frequently intersected each -1 other .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of seven heart specimens wa s 19 .2 pounds, and of four sap specimens 18,1 pounds .
While the heartwood of this species contained both radial and longitudina l ducts, they were not sufficiently numerous to have much influence on penetration . When present in the springwood the ducts were usually treated, bu t the oil did not spread to the surrounding structure . Penetration took plac e very rapidly in the summerwood, which treated almost as easily as the resin
RESISTANCE OF CONIFERS TO CREOSOTE INJECTION .
2 5 ducts themselves. Siiriugwoed was difficult to penetrate but was sometime s treated, especially iii the zone where pressure was applied .
In the sapwood . resin ducts occurred frequently that were not well penetrated . while the summerwood band, a few tracheids distant, was heavil y :treated . The penetration appeared to follow first the very last-formed summerwood tracheids of each year's growth . Later the second and third rows o f ''tracheids were penetrated and finally the entire summerwood band . Still ;later slight penetraru aurred in some of the springwood tracheids, hut thi s was comparatively rare . In the medullary rays neither the intermediate cells nor the ray parenchym a 'ere treated . The upper and lower ray cells, however, were very frequentl y penetrated from the longitudinal summerwood tracheids, and these ray cell s extended through the longitudinal tracheids of the springwood without in an y way penetrating them . This whole phenomenon was not noted in any of th e species previously discussed . The cylinder-treated wood was penetrated in much the same manner as th e pieces treated in the penetrance apparatus. All summerwood was well treated , and in the sapwood a considerable amount also of springwood .
This wood, in common with most of the species previously discussed, become s discolored in the springwood several weeks after treatment . On close examination it was found that most of the discoloration was localized in the bordere d pits. It is not evident from present knowledge how this could be confined to the pits without the remainder of the tracheids also becoming discolored .
Resin ducts were not an important factor in the treatment of this species . The summerwood was penetrated very rapidly . The sapwood absorbed mor e oil than the heartwood, chiefly because the former was more heavily treate d in the springwood.
The ratio of average longitudinal to average radial or tangential penetratio n can not be determined because the specimens were completely penetrated longitudinally, but it was at least 120 times as great.
WHITE SPRUCE (PICEA CANADENSIS) .
The growth rings of white spruce were broad ; the summerwood was abou t one-fourth the width of the springwood . Resin cells were never present . The resin passages were few, large, and sometimes contained tyloses . The ducts o f the fusiform rays were surrounded by thick-walled epithelial cells .
The average oven-dry weight of five heart specimens was 24 pounds per cubi c foot.
The penetrance tests were made on heartwood only . The penetration too k place most quickly in the last-formed summer tracheids of the various growth rings, and in most cases the summerwood as a whole was treated more quickl y than sp ringwood . Near the point of pressure the springwood was partiall y tr eated . Resin ducts in the specimens were so infrequent that they had littl e effect upon penetration . Ray ducts were difficult to treat and appeared to ai d little in radial penetrations.
The cylinder-treated sticks were penetrated similarly to those treated i n the p enetrance apparatus. Resin ducts when present were usually treated, bu t app arently they aided very little in the penetration of the tracheids surrounding them . Medullary ray tracheids were occasionally treated, but the penetration was limited and took place with difficulty . The summerwood wa s usually treated to the center of the stick . Often, however, zones occurred coverfng several growth rings in which the summerwood was not treated . When the su mmerwood failed to be penetrated the springwood was not treated . In some growth rings the springwood was treated to the center, but neve r heavily as the summerwood . The treatment was, as a rule, not at all unifo r and considerable resistance was offered to penetration . While sapwood more penetrable than heartwood, it was, nevertheless, very difficult to treat "
The longitudinal penetration was from 35 to 40 times greater than the r or tangential penetrations.
ENGELMANN SPRUCE (PICEA ENGELMANNI) .
In Engelmann spruce the growth rings were broad ; the summerwoo d open, and one-third to one-half the width of the springwood . Resin cells are, never present. The resin passages were large 1M-I few, and did not contain tyloses. The fusiform rays contained large radial ducts surrounded by thick. walled epithelial cells .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of six heart specimens 241 pounds, and of five sap specimens 25 .9 pounds.
In the heartwood the penetration was chiefly in the summerwood, but a fe w . springwood tracheids were treated near the point of pressure. Resin duct s seemed to be treated with difficulty and did not appear to assist greatly in th e penetration . The rays were frequently treated, whether containing resin cana l or not. The penetration of the rays most frequently extended over from on e to three growth rings and seemed to start from summerwood bands .
Penetration in the sapwood seemed to be chiefly in the resin ducts. Th e summerwood bands and , medullary rays were also treated, but penetratio n here took place much more slowly than through the resin ducts . Complet e longitudinal and radial penetration occurred through the ducts only .
The cylinder tests showed that in heartwood-the summerwood bands were al l treated to the center of the stick . Resin ducts were sometimes treated, sometimes not . Most of the medullary rays were penetrated. In the sapwood the summerwood was treated as in the heartwood, and in places the springwood wa s equally well treated. Usually, however, the springwood was only partiall y treated, as was indicated by its golden-brown color ; the treated summerwood was nearly black .
Radial penetration in this species seemed to be due largely to the rays . Apparently, creosote passed from the summerwood to the rays and thence to the next summerwood band, leaving the intervening springwood untreated . Resin ducts were very important factors in the sapwood penetration, but no t in the heartwood . The sapwood treated almost instantly and absorbed mor e oil than the heartwood which was very difficult to penetrate . This difference was one existing chiefly in the springwood of the heart and of the sap respectively . In the latter the springwood was, as a rule, very heavily treated, but : not so in the former .
The longitudinal penetration -averaged about four ting es the radial in heartwood and 20 times the radial in sapwood . It was about 50 times the tangential penetrations in both heart and sap .
In the western larch specimens the summerwood was equal to about one-hal f the width of the springwood. The spring tracheids were large and very thinwalled . Resin cells were scattered on the outer face of the summerwood. Resin passages were large, not numerous, without tyloses, and surrounded b y thick-walled epithelial cells . The radial canals were large and not very numerous. The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of six heart specimens wat t 30.5 pounds. Heartwood only of western larch was tested, as the sapwood is so thin tha t suitable pieces were not obtainable . The resin ducts were comparatively ea t to penetrate, and isolated ones outside of the zone of longitudinal tr eatmen t were very frequently penetrated through intersecting radial ducts. Ce rtain treated resin canals were closely examined and showed that :
RESISTANCE OF CONIFERS TO CREOSOTE INJECTION .
1. Where fusiform rays crossed summerwood bands the latter were no t treated .
2. The fusiform rays frequently intersected treated longitudinal ducts an d usually contained creosote.
3. The summerwood on each side of longitudinal resin ducts was tr eated tangentially from one-eighth to one-fourth inch.
4. Resin and creosote appeared to be forced away from the resin canal int o summerwood, but not often into springwood .
The summerwood was completely penetrated in most of the pieces, while, as a rule, the springwood was penetrated longitudinally about 1 inch only .
Cylinder treatments also showed that summerwood was much more penetrabl e than springwood . The relatively greater ease of penetration was probably du e to the resin ducts, as in every case the greatest penetrations were found to be i n the zone of a resin duct. Even without pressure the oil frequently penetrate d the ducts longitudinally as much as 6 inches .
In heavily treated portions both springwood and summerwood were treated , but the latter much more heavily than the former .
It is known from other tests that the sapwood of this species is very easil y treated, and may be completely penetrated in both springwood and summerwood .
TAMARACK (LARIX LARICINA) .
The summerwood of tamarack was from one-fourth to one-half the width o f the springwood. Resin cells were few, and widely scattering on the outer fac e of the summerwood . Resin passages were large and devoid of tyloses, and ra n in radial and longitudinal directions.
The average oven-dry weight of six heart specimens was 32.5 pounds per cubi c foot . Only heartwood specimens were treated as the sapwood was too thin t o cut test specimens .
Tamarack offered great resistance to penetration. While similar to wester n larch in its microscopic structure, it was very different in its resistance to treatment. Most of the resin ducts were impenetrable under the conditions of th e test . Longitudinally penetration occurred in 30 to 45 minutes, but only in a few isolated ducts, and then it did not spread to the surrounding cells, excep t near the point of pressure . The summerwood seemed to offer as much resistance as did the springwood .
Certain observations were made on treated sapwood of tamarack, which wer e aside from the regular experiments . These observations showed that the sapwood was very easy to penetrate . Both the springwood and summerwood (i n the sap) were saturated with oil in a moderate treatment ; the summerwoo d usually seemed to have the heavier absorption .
The average longitudinal penetration was 22 times the average radial an d tangential penetrations .
LODGEPOLE PINE (PINES MURRAYANA) .
The growth rings of lodgepole pine were broad, with the summerwood abou t one-fourth the width of the springwood . The transition from on to the othe r was gradual . Resin cells were entirely absent . Resin canals were rather small ; numerous, and mostly in the summerwood ; radial ducts were few .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of six heart specimens was . 23 . 4 pounds, and of six sap specimens, 22 .9 pounds .
The heartwood of lodgepole pine greatly resisted treatment, and resisted longitudinal penetration nearly as much as radial . What penetration occurre d took place through the longitudinal and radial resin ducts . From these th e summerwood was more or less treated, and occasionally a medullary ray (no t 'fusiform) was found to be penetrated . In the tracheids, even when a pressur e of 90 pounds was applied for one hour (piece 166), the penetration longitudinally was not deeper than the length of three cells, and tangentially not ove r six cells, and then very light . The treatment seemed to take place chiefl y through the radial ducts, the oil passing to the longitudinal ducts wherever th e two intersected .
In the cylinder most of the resin ducts appeared to be treated, and one split section showed creosote in the center of the piece . Cells surrounding the treated ducts in the summerwood appeared to be treated farther than equivalent cells in the springwood .
The sapwood was variable in its penetrability . Two of the pieces were penetrated radially in 30 to 45 seconds, the oil flowing copiously from the tangential surfaces almost as soon as pressure was applied, while the other piec e required 20 minutes to be penetrated radially . The nonresin structure wa s very easily treated in both springwood and summerwood, but more quickl y in the latter . The medullary ray cells also were usually treated .
In the cylinder the sapwood treated very easily, and even in the light treatments both springwood and summerwood were saturated . So easily was th e Sapwood treated that no difference in absorption was evident between piece s soaked in hot oil (run 7) and others treated at a pressure of 150 pound s (run 0) .
It is evident that in a thorough treatment of large timbers of this specie s the sapwood will be completely treated while the heartwood will be penetrate d r adially from 1 to 2 inches . The average longitudinal penetration was abou t one and one-half times the radial ; the tangential penetration could not b e de termined, but was probably negligible .
JACK PINE (PINE'S DIVARICATA) .
The summerwood of jack pine was dense, and about one-third the width o f the sp ringwood . Resin canals were small, numerous, chiefly in the summerwood, and contained tyloses . Radial ducts were not numerous .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of five heart specimens was 25 . 4 Pounds.
In the heartwood of jack pine longitudinal penetration took place firstth rough the resin ducts, from which the oil passed into the surrounding cells . Sum merwood was penetrated much more easily than springwood, and usuall y all sum merwood bands were treated . The springwood was not, however, ver y dif ficult to penetrate, as this also contained many resin ducts . Treatment was comp aratively rapid in the radial resin ducts ; from these the penetration was div erted to the longitudinal ducts wherever the two sets crossed .
In the cylinder sapwood was treated first in the summerwood . The springWood also treated very quickly, and in the heavier treatments both springwood BULLETIN 101, U . S . DEPARTMENT OFD AGRICULTURE . 3 1 and summerwood were saturated, resulting in very heavy absorptions . Thes e are not evident in the absorption data, because . the sapwood specimens reall y contained at least 50 per cent of heartwood . This condition was unavoidabl e because of the very thin sapwood that was available. Radial penetration was an important factor in this species . In the heartwood it averaged from one-eighth to one-fourth as great as the longitudina l penetration ; the tangential was only about one-eightieth of the longitudinal .
WESTERN YELLOW PINE (PINUS PONDEROSA) .
The summerwood of western yellow pine was variable, dense, and was fro m one-third to one-half the width of the springwood . The spring tracheid s were rather thick-walled . Resin passages were of medium size, numerous, an d located chiefly in the summerwood . Radial ducts were also numerous .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of six heart specimens from California was 25 pounds, and of six sap specimens 23 pounds ; of six heart specimens from Montana 25 .4 pounds, and of five sap specimens 27 .4 pounds .
In the heartwood of the western yellow-pine specimens from California th e summerwood treated more easily than the springwood . Usually the entir e summerwood band was penetrated, and often many of the springwood tracheid s were heavily treated . The longitudinal and radial ducts were the channel s through which the penetration first took place, and from these it passed int o the summerwood . When springwood was treated, the oil seemed to com e from radial ducts and usually did not penetrate far from them . In the specimens from Montana the summerwood treated first, as in the California specimens, but the outer summer tracheids had the heaviest absorptions and wer e treated for the greatest distances . The springwood was untreated except fo r isolated tracheids which were penetrated from the ray ducts .
In the sapwood of the California specimens penetration took place very rapidl y in the resin ducts, but throughout the tracheids treatment required as much time as in the heartwood ; and on microscopical examination both heartwoo d and sapwood were found to have the safne appearance . In the radial ducts of the specimens from Montana sapwood penetration was much greater than i n those from California . Immediately after pressure was applied oil flowed fro m these ducts, and the entire sapwood, both springwood and summerwood, wa s heavily treated within a few seconds .
In the cylinder-treated sticks of the California tree both heartwood and sapwood had the same appearance, and while in both the summerwood appeare d to have the heavier absorptions, the springwood also was very heavily disc olored . The Montana tree, however, was not penetrated quickly in the hear t sp ringwood, except in the case of certain pieces (Nos . 41-46) which treated like the sapwood . In these specimens the summerwood was treated throughout . In case of the lighter absorptions the springwood was practically untreated , but as the absorptions increased the proportion of springwood treated also increased .
In the California specimens: prg u ital v titration averaged about 8 times the radial and 30 times the tangential penetration . In the Montana specimen s the longitudinal penetration averaged about 4 times the radial and 50 times the tangential penetrations .
SPRUCE PINE (PINUS GLABRA) .
The spruce-pine specimens were of extremely rapid growth . The summerWood was about one-half the width of the springwood . Resin ducts were ver y nu merous and large, especially in the summerwood. Radial ducts were few .
The sapwood was much lighter in weight than the heartwood.
BULLETIN 101, U . S . DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of seven heart specimens w 32 .2 pounds, and of six sap specimens 26 pounds.
Two heartwood pieces of spruce pine (Nos . 225 and 240) treated like the sa l, wood. These pieces became saturated with oil almost as soon as pr essure was " applied, and on splitting both springwood and summerwood were found to b e uniformly discolored with creosote . Examined microscopically, no di fferenc e appeared between these pieces and other heartwood directly adjacent that wa s very selisa ut,to pen tration .
Three heartwood pieces were found, however, that resisted pe netratio n the manner usually noted in the heartwood of pine . These pieces of spruc e pine were, in fact, among the most impenetrable in the entire series of sp ecie s tested . They were penetrated in the summerwood somewhat more quickl y than in the springwood, and microscopic examination showed that the sum. merwood plainly was the most heavily treated portion . The medullary ray s were frequently lightly treated . While radial and longitudinal ducts were ofte n filled with what appeared to be a mixture of resin and creosote, they did no t seem to aid materially in the penetration . The presence of a bright yello w substance in many of the tracheids of the heartwood, especially near resin duct s and in the springwood, seemed to indicate that resin had been forced from th e ducts into the surrounding tracheids .
In the sapwood, while the summerwood treated more easily than the springwood, yet the latter was also very penetrable . Microscopic examination showe d the summerwood to be saturated with oil and the springwood deeply colored . The medullary rays were usually treated . The resin ducts of the sapwoo d were usually heavily treated and seemed to be responsible for the quick penetrance of sapwood.
In the cylinder the heartwood piece treated in the nonpressure run showe d that the greatest penetrance took place in the summerwood resin ducts . The springwood was treated for to 1 inch, while summerwood was treate d (aroun 1 resin ducts only) from 1 to 6 inches . In some of the pressure treatments the springwood also was found to be heavily treated . The absorption, as indicated by the color of the treated sticks was very uneven .
The sapwood was very heavily treated in both springwood and summerwood ; the latter, however, seemed to have taken the oil more quickly . Increasing th e pressure did not seem to greatly increase the absorption in the sapwood, because it could be saturated without pressure . In general, spruce pine wa s extremely erratic in its penetrability and in its absorption of creosote . Some portions of heartwood were completely saturated with oil, while others directly adjacent were almost impenetrable . The average longitudinal penetration in heartwood was about 5 times the average radial and 16 times the averag e tangential penetrations .
LONGLEAF PINE (PINUS PALUSTRIS) .
The growth rings of longleaf pine were usually narrow, with very dense summerwood . Resin cells were never present . Resin passages were numerous an d large, chiefly in the summerwood, and contained tyloses . Ray ducts were few.
The average oven-dry weight in pounds per cubic foot of six heart specimen s was 35 .3 pounds, and of six sap specimens 22 .8 pounds. ' In the heartwood while the summerwood was more penetrable than th e springwood the latter was also easily treated . Both longitudinal and ra y ducts were usually filled with creosote, from which isolated spring tracheid s were frequently treated .
In the sapwood the resin ducts were always thoroughly penetrated by creosote . The summerwood was very heavily treated, and the springwood wa s evenly stained to a color much darker than the untreated wood, althoug h creosote was not actually visible as such . Medullary rays were treated t o about the same extent as the springwood .
In the cylinder the deepest penetrations and heaviest absorptions of th e heart were in the summerwood. Here the treated wood was usually ver y dark, except in the farthest limits of summerwood penetration, where th e color shaded so gradually to that of the natural wood that no line betwee n treated and untreated wood could be detected . While more difficult to trea t than summerwood, the springwood did not offer great resistance to penetration . Certain zones of springwood were often found that seemed to be fille d with an oil much lighter in color than that in the adjacent summerwood . This may have been resin or creosote in which resin was dissolved . Thes e zones were located between heavily treated summerwood bands ; they wer e usually very close to resin ducts and were found only in the more heavil y treated sections of the wood .
In sapwood the summerwood was in every case very heavily treated . Springwood was erratic in its absorption, some portions being black, others being onl y slightly discolored.
In general longleaf pine was found to be erratic in its penetrance an d absorption of creosote . The sapwood was very easily penetrated and absorbe d much oil without the aid of pressure . Merely dipping the sapwood was sufficient to penetrate it completely and to secure absorptions almost as heavy a s those under the heaviest pressures. In heartwood the average longitudina l penetration was about 26 times the average radial and 100 times the average tangential penetrations.
SHORTLEAF PINE (PINUS ECIIINATA) .
The growth rings of shortleaf pine were broad, with summerwood whic h often exceeded the springwood in thickness . Resin cells were never present . Resin passages were large, numerous, scattering, and contained tyloses . Ray ducts were also numerous .
The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of five heart specimens was 3 9 Pounds, and of the five sap specimens, 31 .8 pounds.
In the heart the summerwood was treated more thoroughly than the springwood, hut penetration even in the summerwood was very difficult and too k Place only around the resin ducts . Very frequently penetration failed to occu r In all of the summerwood tracheids, and often it occurred in only three o r f our of them, and these separated from one another . These tracheids wer e apparently reached from the medullary rays, which, in turn, were reache d eith er from other longitudinal tracheids or from resin ducts . The medullar y ra3's \vii'e frequently penetrated in one or more tracheids, and they may pla y a n i mportant part in the treatment of this species.
The heartwood in this species was one of the most impenetrable of the heartw ood in any of the species tested ; its longitudinal penetration was only 2 .7 5 la thes. In absorption shortleaf compares very favorably with other souther n Pines . All of these species were variable in the heartwood, and it is probabl e t hat if sufficient tests were made the penetration of shortleaf pine would show results similar to longleaf pine . • HEARTWOOD
SAPWOOD
pine, and loblolly pine.
9 .-Absorption in the heartwood and sapwood of spruce pine, longleaf pine, shortlea ! 3 5
The sapwood was extremely easy to treat . The oil penetrated radially i n m 5 to 10 seconds and ran from the tangential surfaces in streams . After moval the pieces were found to be saturated with creosote . The heartwood pieces treated in the cylinder appeared to have been treate d ore thoroughly than those in the .penetrance apparatus . Penetration too k lace probably through the radial ducts, but it was not accomplished withou t e use of pressure . The piece in the nonpressure run was treated in the sumerwood only, and then only from 1 to 2 inches deep, longitudinally . The mmerwood was in most cases more heavily treated than the springwood, ut the latter was frequently treated at the ends of the tracheids near the ays, where masses of dark-colored oil would collect . In the sap the summerwas in all cases heavily treated . The springwood treated erraticall y some places as heavily as summerwood, in others only lightly . In this retthe species resembled longleaf pine . Much of the springwood containe d Iden-yellow oil as distinguished from the brownish-black oil filling th e envood. Except for the greater resistance, the general character of the penetration s this species was similar to that in longleaf pine . The average longitudinal enetration was about 8 times the radial and 55 times the average tangential . enetrltions .
LOBLOLLY PINE (PINUS Ti DA) .
In the specimens of loblolly pine the growth was very rapid, some of th e ngs being over one-half inch wide ; the springwood usually was somewha t der than the summerwood . Resin passages were numerous, very large , hiefly in the summerwood, and contained tyloses . Radial ducts wer e umerous . The length of tracheids varied fxom 40 to 100 times their width . The average oven-dry weight per cubic foot of four heart specimens wa s .1. pounds, and of seven sap specimens 32 .1 pounds. In the heart the summerwood was more easily penetrated than the springood, and resin ducts were an important factor in the penetrations . Spring-*and ducts were not treated as far as summerwood ducts, although th e U r ingwood itself was quite easily penetrated, and in heavily treated portion s he absorption appeared to be nearly as heavy as in the summerwood . Th e % Wary rays were treated about as heavily as the springwood . The sapwood was penetrated very rapidly, and within a few seconds afte r p'DIying pressure the oil ran from the tangential surfaces in streams through he resin ducts . The pieces were also penetrated longitudinally within a fe w ends. The summerwood was in all cases heavily treated, but the springoed only partially. Had the latter been longer under pressure, however, i t so would probably have been fully treated . Creosote collected in the ray s d in the ends of the spring tracheids which frequently also were treated fo r ear entire length . Most spring tracheids appeared to be stained when no t lied with oil . In the cylinder most heartwood pieces treater', springwood an d mm erwood . In the piece treated without pressure some springwood band s ere found where the resin ducts were penetrated, although the surroundin g pring-ood remained untreated . Many of the medullary rays were treate d gh fiy, and all of the ray ducts appeared to be filled with oil . I n sapwood both springwood and summerwood were heavily treated . The mm erwood, however, appeared to be more heavily treated than the spring-°o d • All of the latter was stained, and there was evidence of the presence o f 1 much lighter in color than that in the summerwood . Many sprin g a eheids were heavily treated, especially at the ends near the medullary rays .
In general, this species was very easy to penetrate in both heart an d wood. There was no great-differences between the appearance of this spec, after treatment and that of longleaf and shortleaf pines .
The average longitudinal penetration in the heartwood was about 20 u the average radial and 80 times the average tangential penetration . Since the radial penetration of lodgepole, spruce, shortleaf, longleaf, and western yello w (Montana) and loblolly pine was complete in each case, the relative order of these species is not significant .
3 Treated for 15 minutes only and penetrated same distance as heartwood in an equal time . 4 Complete . NarE .-When penetration was complete it was not more than 12 inches, as the specimens could be penetrated a total distance longitudinally of only 12 inches . Complete radial penetration varied in differen t specimens . The minimum for complete penetration radially was 1 inch, and the maximum 1 .50 inches. This dePended upon the direction of the annual rings in reference to the surface of the specimen. 
